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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PLATO. 

I. General conception of the Soul. 

Plato assigns to the soul the highest place in the life of 

man (Laws 731). Being invariable and immortal it has more of 

life and purity, greater t!'tlth and reality than the mortal body 

(Rep. 585). And because of these characteristics it is closely 

related to the invisible and eternal Ideas (Phaedo 71). Only 

through the soul can reason impart itself to nature. For al-

though the soul is not identical with the Ideas it partakes so 

thoroughly of the essence of life and motion that these cannot 

in any way be separate from it (Laws 895; Phaedo 105). The move

ments of the soul are: will, consideration, attention, delibera

tion, opinion, joy, sorrow, fear, hatred, confidence and love. 

These are the primary motions and are the cause of all movements 

of the body, and, considered as the motions of the world-soul, 

they guide and direct all things in the universe (Laws 897). 

The soul determines all action, guides and controlls the progress 

of man (Laws 959). It is the prime mover of all things. In its 

nature, then, the soul cannot be like the sensible objects which, 

according to the older philosophers, are composed of earth, air, 

fire and water. For then there would be no cause for motion 

(Laws 981). Something which is self-moved must be the oripin 

of all motion. One object may act upon another but it must in 

turn be moved by some other force, and so on in an endless chain, 

unless we assume something self-moved as the final cause. 

Living bodies seem to be the only things possessing this ability 

to nove and it is in these that we find a soul. Hence, the soul 
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which is the cause of life is the source of this spontaneous ac

tivity. In fact we can only define the soul as the motion which 

can move itself. The soul, then, is prior to sensible material, 

creating it by the composition of forces, and being prior to it, 

is composed of entirely different stuff and is of an entirely 

different nature from the material. 

The creation of the soul according to the Timaeus would seem 

to give it a material existence (Tin. 43). But all through this 

dialogue Plato speaks in a mythical fashion and one can not be 

entirely certain that he would have it understood literally. 

Nevertheless, this is myth with a meaning. The important fact , 

however, is not to give a material quality to the soul but to em

phasi~e t~e fact that the principal part of it, the i mmortal, 

rational part, is entirely immaterial and composed of the same 

essence as the primary origin, the world-soul. 

The essential characteristics of the soul are: incorporeality, 

indivisibility, immortality and priority to the body. The soul 

of man is of the same materials, composed in the same proportion, 

only with less purity, as the higher original source, -the world

soul (Phileb. 35; Phaedr. 270). The soul in its true nature is 

without beginning or end. It is free from all multiplicity, in

equality and compositeness (Rep. 611; Phaedo 78). The soul is a 

cause, not an effect. In its relation to the body it is a leader. 

Harmony of life follows as an expression of the soul's orking 

and its connection with corporeal existence is only a stage in 

its development. 
The most important feature about the soul is its principle 

of life. It is on the one hand the living element, that hich 
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is moved of itself and is the cause of motion in all other things, 

and on the othe!' that which perceives, knows and wills . As prin

ciple of life and of motion the soul belongs, therefore, to the 

lower world of becoming and in this it remains when it perceives 

and directs its desires toward objects of the senses. But this 

same soul, nevertheless, by its true knowledge of the Ideas be

comes parta~er in the higher reality of abiding being. Hence, 

it must be assigned to a position between the two worlds. And, 

although in this position it is not identical with the tiweless, 

unchanged essence of the Ideas (Phaedo 71) yet it furnishes t~e 

great principle, vitality, which survives all change. 

The soul in its original state is entirely free from t.e 

body (Phaedr. 246-50; Tim. 42). It possesses by nature the 

ability to know the material, sensible as well as the eternal. 

But in its strife for complete development it is often hindered 

by the influence of and contact with concrete life (Rep. 404; 

Phileb. 58) . The soul is free to choose what sort of life to 
• enter and it largely depends on its intelligence, previous train-

ing and experience whether it will choose the life of man or some 

lower form of organic life (Rep. 621). But having once chosen to 

ente~ human life it becomes the soul's business, as the most in

telligent part of that life, to develop and lead and guide it to 

a satisfactory conclusion. To rule this chosen life, tnen, is to 

be considered among the ends of t1e soul. And, on account of its 

superior excellence, it has a purpose hich nothing else can ful

fill, to superintend and command and deliberate (Rep. 353). 

The prime excellence of the soul is t .1at it ever and i thout 

ceasing strives for a higher and completer realization of itself. 
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Its eternal tendency toward more and more complete knowledge be

longs to it as a fundamental essence. It takes a middle posi

tion between the known world of sense perception on the one hand 

and absolute reality on the other. That is, it knows by nature 

ana_ originalljr enough to make it the highest ambit ion and cease-

1 ess strife to know more. The purest wisdom and mind Plato be-

lieves to exist in heaven. He ther~fore concludes that since 

wisdom and mind cannot be expressed without soul, the soul is the 

mighty vitality and power that rules and guides and gives us the 

best of all things. Furthermore, the only safeguard for the 

soul is a constant pursuit of wisdom. If the excellence of 

the soul is lacking it cannot attain its ends, for an evil soul 

becomes a bad ruler. But the essence of the soul is originally 

pure, invariable, immortal and unchangeable(Rep. 585) and, t here

fore, the soul possesses the greatest poss ibilities for attaining 

to the highest good (Rep. 505) through wisdom, courage , temperance 

and j stice. 

As stated before, the soul is conceived as occupying a median 

position where it can partialljr partake of and contemplate the 

world of becoming on the one hand and the world of true being on 

the othe~. There must be in its essence, therefore, something 

which corres1)onds to the world of Ideas and something which cor

responds to the world perception. The former is the r ational 

nature, the seat of knowledge and of the virtue hich corresponds 

to it. The latter is t he irrational nature. The former inclines 

toward reason, the latter resists it; the nobler manifests itself 

in the a~dent, spirited will, the lower in the sensuous desire. 

The noblest, most elevating pursuit of the soul is the contempla-
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tion of the eternal principles of t 1ings, to seek out the source 

of reality. It will not be contented with appearances and hy

potheses but will investigate t1e originals, the types of which 

the world of sense 1s but a copy(Rep. 510). The soul is vitali

ty. It is what gives worth and dignity to life. It is the guid

ing principle permeating all activity. 

II. Emperical nature of the Soul. -

a- Relation to the body - The Athical characteristic 

of Plato's psychology manifests itself frequently. Thus, he does 

not consider the soul 1 s capacity for knowledge as evidence of an 

accomplished development but simply as a necessary part in a 

scheme or system of self-realization. His chief concern in all 

these discussions dealing with soul life is with the ethical prob

lem of values. Plato is not a scientific psychologist. He nev

er consciously t~eats of psychology, as such. For his highest 

aim is always ethical. 

From this consideration the ~elation of the soul to the body 

is largely determined. Since the pursuit of knowledge is by Plato 

considered the purest and noblest activity of the soul, and a 

realization of this aim necessitates a rising above the immediate 

sense experience, it follows t hat the soul's connection ith the 

body is essentially a hindrance to its development . The stormy 

waves of corporeal life disturb and hinder its eternal courses 

(Tim. 43). Concrete life is in one sense a misfortune for the 

soul (Phaedr. 248). It feels restrained and tied. All disorders 

of the soul have their origin in the physical. .fuen it is first 

incased in the body it is without intelligence because of the 
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violent disturbance of its courses (Tim. 44). Later when the 

flood of growth and nutrinent abates, the courses become quieted 

and return to their natural form. Then they become rational. 

However, they never quite recover their natural state. The con

nection with the physical has filled the soul ~ith unrest and 

confusion (Phaedo 79). The chief aim of education is to so cul

tivate soul and body that the soul's activities may as far as pos

sible return to their natural, original courses. For this pur

pose, also, senses have been given to man; sight t hat he might 

behold the courses of intelligence in the heavens and seek to in

i tate them; hearing that he might be calmed and uplifted by the 

beautiful and harmonious strains of music. 

The soul in its essence belongs to the class of unchanging, 

unseen things which are only perceived by mind. hen the soul 

makes use of the body as an instrument of sense perception it is 

taken into the :-egion of the changeable. The soul is of the na

ture of the unchangeable, the body of t he changeable . The soul 

is in the likeness of t he divine, the body of t he mortal . T .. e soul 

is itrrnortal uniform, indissoluble, the body is mortal, multiform, 

soluble. The soul is self-moving and unbegotten (Phaedr . 245) . 

The body is moved from without and subject to gro th and decay. 

While connected with the body the soul is subject to certain is

orders and disturbances comparable to disease in the body (Soph. 

227). Vice is a disease of the soul and lack of intelligence a 

deformity. Medicine a!1d gymnastics take a ay t he ills of t he 

body; cor:-ection and i nst'.!."uction t hose of t he soul. Illness of 

the body and a bad education make a man bad. The noblest souls,-

those of the philosophers, -are in constant opposition to their 
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bodies. They, therefore, withdraw within themselves and break off 

as far as possible all communion with the body (Phaedo 65). 

Earthly existence, says Plato, can never be free from' evil 

(Theact. 176). Deliverance of the soul from the body is con

sidered the most necessary and beneficial of all things -and the 

philosopher's special aim and concern (Phaedo 64). In the story 

of the cave (R~p. 514) also Plato shows strikingly how the world 

of sense has blinded and confused and diverted the soul from the 

true source of knowledge. 

When the soul first enters the body it feels that it has 

been diverted f~om its highest aspirations. Its thirst for free

dom and knowledge makes it long for liberation. But Plato goes 

on to show that life is after all a useful stage in the soul's 

growth. And the better it has known how to make use of the 

earthly life the ereater will be its happiness afterwards. 

Indeed, in the Timaeus ( 41), t his ethical id.ea is nuch further 

developed. Plato there says t hat the physical life is an ab

solutely necessary stage.in the spiritual development of man 

from the lower animal functions up through the deerees of specu

lative knowledge. T~e conquering of t~e sensuous elenent in life 

appears to become a special problem for the soul, and the accom

plishing of this becomes a capacity-gaining process in which the 

soul is to realize itself. 
In the Republic, in connection with the system of education, 

the matter of right training becomes of greatest importance. 

For, although the good soul will by its excellence render the 

body more perfect (403), the condition of the body will reflect 

on and, to a considerable degree influence t e soul. Thus Plato 



notes that the training of professional athletes by the dispropor

tionate development of mind and body, makes them dull, sleepy 

and coa!'se ( 404-) . But while the soul is influenced by the state 

of the body, being strengthened and improved by its good qualities 

andma!'!'edby its evil ones, it communicates with all parts of the 

body and organizes it into one sympathetic orE'anism (462) . A soul 

too eager in the search for knowledge will deprive t1e body of 

its proper food and. exercise and will make it weak and even dis-

eased. On the other hand a body too large and strong for the 

intellect which controlls it, and possessed with fiery passions, 

will over power the mind with its sensuous desires (411). 

Great care must be exercised in training for, although gymnastics 

and music are both good and valuable in themselves, the mere ath

lete becomes too much of a savage while the mere musician 1s 

melted and softened beyond what is good for him (410) . 

.!hat is needed, then, is a symmetrical development of soul 

and body in order that they may balance each other perfectly. 

For the good of the soul it is necessary that the body be exer

cised and cultivated in order that the faculties of the soul, 

which again react on the body, may be developed to their highest 

and completest possibilities (403) . Hence Plato would have the 

guardians of his perfect state practice gymnastics, not merely to 

develop the body but more primaril~r to exercise and st!'engthen 

the spiritual principle of the soul (410). On the other hand 

where the individual gives himself up entirely to intellectual pur

suits or too much music he becomes softened a!l degenerate, -a fee

ble warrior incapable of g~eat and coura~eous action (411). 

The most perfect developrnent results from such a happy blendinP' of 
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music anrl p.:ymnastics that the beautiful soul shall ha!"monize with 

a beautiful body the two cast, as it were, in one mould (402). 

b - Parts of the Soul - Plato conceives of the soul 

in a double way . On the one hand he considers its pure, free , 

unchanging form as existing by itself; on the other its state as 

effected by its union with the physical body. Its original es

sence was puTe reason, but on entering the body two otter parts 

have been added to it, namely courare and desire. Originally, 

therefore, the soul existed in a purer state and stood relate to 

the body in no essential manner . Then when the soul was planted 

in the body, sensuality and passion (Tim. 42, 69) grew up with it. 

Accordingly Plato distinguishes a mortal and an immortal, a ration

al and an irrational division of the soul (Tim. 69, 72; Laws 961). 

Of these, only the rational part is simple, the irrational is 

again divided into a noble and an ignoble half (Rep. 438, 580; 

Phaedr. 246). The latter proves a continual obstacle, ever try

ing to divert the soul from its noble pursuit of knowledge. The 

tendency of this desire is always low and evil. But couraee is 

of a noble nature and proves an aid in the pursuit of kno ledge. 

It is disposed to be subordinate to reason as its natural ally. 

It has an affinity with reason, an instinct for the great and good 

(Phaedr. 246-53) though when deteriorated by evil habits it may 

give reason trouble (Rep. 44) . The ignoble part of t1e mortal 

soul includes the sum total of sensuous appetites and passions, 

those faculties under dominion of sensible likes and dislikes 

( Phaedo 253). 
The preponderance of ethical estimation in Plato, even ithin 

the bounds of theoretical speculation, comes out very clearly in 
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this consideration. His every characterization of the three 

parts of the soul shows unmistakabl;>r the practical ethical object 

he had in mind. His psychology was not confined to a theory of 

nature, but was a metaphysical presupposition for it restine upon 

ethical and speculative grounds. This fact reappears again and 

again all through the Timaeus. . 1 e probably approach nearest 

to the Platonic thought when we think of the life of the soul as 

ordered into three different degrees of worth. Each degree has 

its own theoretic and practical functions in such a way that the 

lower functions nay exist without the higher, but the higher ap

pear, ~at least in this life,~in connection with the lower. 

So that while in man all three degrees exist and function, the 

lower animals possess only the courageous part (Rep. 441, 588) 

and plants only the lowest, the appetitive function (Tim. 77). 

The relationship of the three parts to the essence of t he 

soul is very difficult to understand. To enphasize the t hree 

divisions of the soul would seem to destroy its unity which can 

hardly be taken as Plato 1 s conception of the soul. His main at

titude would maintain the unity of the soul, though not often ex

plicitly so stated. In the Phaedrus he makes all three parts 

belong to the essence of the individual soul in order to make con

ceivable the fall of the soul in its pre-existence; in other 

places the two lower parts appear to have originated in the union 

of soul and body and are, therefore, entirely strippe of the true 

essence of the immortal, immaterial soul (Phaedo 83; Rep. 611). 

It is probably a safe conclusion that Plato never made this diffi

culty quite clear to himself. For the purpose for which he dis

cussed these questions, being ethical rather than scientifically 

psychological, the difficulty probably did not have much signifi-
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canoe. 

In the mythical representation in the Phaedrus, Plato presup

poses that the human soul has gazed upon the Ideas with its super

sensi ble faculty, -the purely rational, - before its ent ranee into 

earthly life. But it remembers them only upon the perception of 

corresponding phenomena. Thereby, out of the painful feeling of 

astonishment at the contrast between the Idea ana_ its phenomenon 

is created the philosophic inpulse, the longing love for the super

sensible Idea. This love is the recollecting memory w~ich con

ducts the true philosophic soul back from the transitoriness of 

sense to the imr1ortality of the ideal world (Phaedr. 250; Symp.200). 

In so far as the one or the other part of the soul preponder

ates in different persons, according to their dispositions (Rep.410) 

are t hey suited to developing one O'!.'' another form of virtue. 

For every part of the soul has its own perfection, its own func

tion to perform (Rep. 441). The intelligent part is the good and 

original essence of the soul. The courageous part is essentially 

characterized by a love for honor and for gain (Rep. 581) . It will 

occasionally work against the intellieent part, but will al ays 

be found on the side of reason in a conflict betreen this and the 

lower desires, which from the begin __ ing form the counterpart of 

reason. The generic differences in the three parts Plato points 

out in practical experience and action. He shows that the soul-

1 ife manifests different, even opposing tendencies, and he t hinks 

these cannot be reducea to a common origin (Rep. 435-38). 

As to the localization of the three parts of the soul within 

the physical organism, Plato conceives the immortal, intelligent 

part to be placed in the head, thus separated the furthest possible 



from the mortal parts which are located in the trunk. The coura-

geous part, being next in nobility, is placed. in the breast in or

der that it may be near at hand to execute the orders of reason in 

the management of the desires. The sensuous part on the other 

hand is placed in the lowe!' part, in the aba_omen (Tim . . 69, 70). 

The spreading of inpulses emanating from the head. is accomplished 

by means of the heart as the physiological central organ of the 

body. The response is affected by means of the veins (Tim. 65, 

70) and these also serve as sensory organs to carry sensations 

from the rest of the body to the head (Tim. 77). The special 

seat of the thin.king soul is in the brain (Tim. 73). The cen-

tral organ for the desires is the liver, here performing a theoret

ical function. All the parts are bound together and interrelated 

by means of the marrow. This is the real supporter of life, com

bining soul and body, and upon its dissolution separation takes 

place and death occurs (Tim. 86). 

c - Activities of the soul-

(1) Knowledge- The whole of the Theaetetus is 

devoted to a discussion more strictly psychological than any of 

Plato's other dialogues. The greater portion of it is given up 

to an attempt at defining knowledge. Here Socrates is made to 

explain his profession to be a sort of intellectual midwifery 

(150) in which he is concerned with bringing thought and knowled?e 

and new ideas into the world. The triumph of his art is in thor

oughly examining whether the thought hich the minds of the younf 

men bring forth is a mere false idol or a noble an true birth. 

It is a criticism in which Plato wishes to show the degrees of 

knowledge and their relative values. These degrees, as he final-
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ly derives them, may be roughly classified in an ascending scale 

as Sensation, Perception and pure Reason. 

The power and capacity of learning exist in the soul. But 

just as the eye when turned from darkness to the day is dazzled 

by excess of light and only gradually becomes accustomed to it, so 

too the instrument of knowledge can only by the movement of the 

whole soul be turned from the world of becoming into t hat of being, 

and learn by degrees to endure the sight of true being and reality 

(Rep. 518) . In the Republic, the intellect is, for the sake of 

explaining real knowledge, divided into four segments or phases 

which in an ascending scale are: conjecture, opinion, understand-

ing and pure reason. Conjecture is very vague like images or 

shadows; opinion is uncertain and indefinite like reflections in 

the water ; understanding may be likened to t he real objects cor

responding to these images and reflections (510-11), 1hile pure 

reason is the power which goes back of the visible objects of life 

and contemplates the patterns, the types of which these are but 

copies (476). This is indeed the noblest function of the highest 

faculty in the soul. To possess the power to discern the essence 

of things and the objects into which it enters, to build up a 

rational order and system in the universe, to distinguish sharply 

the realm of thought and the realm of sense perception or, in 

other rords, the one and the many, this is the peculiar and lofty 

sphere of pure reason (476). 

Plato's theory of sensation 1s that the soft parts of the body 

are effected by any motion which is communicated to them in the 

same way thet ater is effected by a stone dropped into it (Tim. 

62-). The motion spreads in ever widening circles until it is 
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communicated to the soul and announces the quality of the agent. 

This is especially true of the eye and ear which have a large 

per cent of fire and air in their constitution, and because of 

their lack of density respond readily to any force. Objects 

which touch the skin produce various movements of the flesh which 

are communicated to the soul and felt as sensations, hot or cold, 

hard or soft, rough or smooth. 

The faculty of smell does not admit of difference in kind, 

for all smells are of a half formed nature . The veins of the 

nose are too small to admit water and too large to retain air. 

They can be effected only by putrifying objects in a state of 

transition from water to air. The sensation is due to small 

particles entering the veins of the nose and causing them to di

late or contract. The veins comwunicate the sensation to the 

heart (Tim. 67). Sound is a blow passing through the ears and 

which by means of the air, brain and blood is transmitted to the 

soul. 

The eye which contains a mixture of fire sends out fiery rays 

which, hen the air is full of light, penetrates to long distances 

still remaining part of the eye. These rays communicate the 

motions of objects they touch to the soul causing the sensation 

of sight. 

There are four primary colors: black, white, dazzling and red 

which may be explained thus: When particles of fire emanating 

from an object are of the same size as those from the eye they 

are imperceptible; when they are larger they cause contraction of 

the visual ray and give the color black. .hen they are smaller 

they cause dilation of the visual ray and produce white. The daz

zling color is produced by a swifter moving fire hioh dilates the 
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ray till it enters the eye, as the inn r li ht fl shes forth, and 

is mixed ~ith the moisture inside . Re 

wa but ithout t1e flashin . 

tions of t. ese four . 
All t~ 

is produce in th 

ot1er colors are co bina-

In gener 1, it oul seem tat all or al.o ta l sens,tions 

are regarded as due to contraction° n ilations of certain p rts 
of the body. Heat and cold effect taste; ite and black re ue 

to cont~actions or dilations .. ich a.e transmitted it. iave-like 

mot ions to t .. e soul (Phae . o 62 - 68) . Te bloo bei~g t 1e softest 

part of the body and in most direct cont ct t .roug .. t e ~e rt i th 

the soul is t .e course hich the trans itted motion enerallr :01-

lo s (Tim. 67) . As to localization it seems t at t e facult of 

eensation is left to t~ t p rt of t e so 1 loc te in t e chest 

for the vibrations of so·n are d1st1nctl st te to reach tat 

as their destination (Tim. 67) an t .e 

nected by the blood and heart directl 

t er ensations ~re con-

ith t. t re ion. Upon 

s n"' tion Pl b es is 

(Tin. 6") . 

this same physiological conception 01 

interesting pleasure nd pain t eor 

Under perception it is iffi lt to no J st .o m • Pl t 

includes. For he often uses term . r 1 t . l 

a1n e to use simple sensation. 

term in a restricte sen 

ess involvin co par1 n. 

t in ot er places 

s o in it to b ar. intellectual proc-

He sa. t t 

objects not through but it. t. 

the sense (T.eaet . 184) . But 

:.1n n 

o.e often 

f icienc of p rception or of true pin1or. 

true kno ledge. He s o t . t p eption 

'Ii ich things appear to us (Theaet . 51) . 

e r e1v .. si bl e 

.. ot l b t 
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e s 0 i ... e_-
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e could never derive at universal standards valid for all men, 

nor even valid for ourselves at all times. That ith perception 

alone that would remain true thich for each man appeared to him 

true. This was the principle of the Sophists. And this t ou .ht 

draws from Plato the blunt declaration that a pig or a dog- faced 

baboon, or some other yet stranger monster which has sensation 

might as ell be the measure of all thin s (Theaet. 161). Percep

tion is untrustworthy as a principle of kno ledge for it sho.s us 

the self-same object in the most contradictory manner; at one time 

great, at another small; no hard , no soft; no straight, no 

crooked. Opinion is useful but cannot be depen e upon. He ho 

has knowledge will al.ays be right, but he !10 has r1 ht opinion 

ill so .. et imes be right and sometimes not (l. eno 97). ot ing 

which is perceived by different en or by the sa e man at differ

ent times is the same (Theaet. 154). In the stor of t.e cave 

(Rep. 514-) Plato sho s strikingly what he means b perception 

and ho far it falls s ort of true kno ledge. 

In order of develO J tie~t it seems t1at the to lo er faculties 

of the soul, desire and spirit, appear very ea 1 11 ::ere s re son 

is a principle to hich most en only attain after many ears and 

some, in my opinion, never" (Rep. 441) . Pure rea <"'On is t .. e onl 

faculty hich can attain to true kno ledge. u • e .. ever t e soul 

has fastened upon an object over hich truth an re 1 existence 

are shining it seizes the object b an act of r ason; but henever 

it has fixed upon objects that re blent it . arkness -the orld 

of birth and death, -t en it rests in opinion n its s1 t ro s 

dim" (Rep. 508) . Opinion is somet11in more usk t .an kno le e 

but more luminous than i norance (Rep . 473) . ~ ru .no 1 e e is 



peculiar to the rational part of the soul (Rep . 581). Sen~e and 

perception mislead the soul in the search for truth (Phaedo 65). 

Therefore the philosopher seeks aw y from the world of sense and 

away from the body . Absolute truth is not perceive by the 

senses . But he attains to the purest knowledge ho goes to each 

thing with the mind alone , not introducine or intruding in the act 

of thought sight or any other sense toget er ith reason (Phaedo 

66) . 

In getting at pure kno ledge Plato ants to get a ay from 

everything sensible, a ay from the phenomenal ~orld, the orld of 

change and decay, and project his thought up . ar s into the upper 

region which is the habitation of the gods . There abides the ve 

being ith which true knowledge is concerned (Phaedr . 247); the 

colorless, formless , intangible essence visible only to mind, the 

pilot of the soul . The divine intelli~ence being nurtured upon 

Lind and pure kno ledge; and the inte li ence of everr soul ich 

is capable of recc1v1ng the food proper to it, rejoice$ at be~old

ing reality. And once more gazing upon trut is replenished and 

made glad to behold kno le e absolute. This is attained only 

through pure reason. 

( 2) Fee 1 i ng - Strictly p s c. o 1oo-ical1 y P 1 ~to 1 s 

idea of feeling as cru e and un eveloped for s et there as no 

kno ledee of the nervous system. .hat he does say is rat .er of 

a ph siological nature and has b n d alt it l~r el in is t eo

ry of sensation. So that in . is treatment of feelin the~e ic e 

little psycholor . He oos not at all car.sider ee in as a sep

arate faculty but rat e~ as a cowbinat1on of all t e ctivities f 

the soul . His use of the term is ethical IT1uc .. ~o e t .an ps cho-
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logical . He says that all parts of the body are drawn toward 

the soul as a center. The soul feels the cona.i ti on of the body 

and when any member of it is hurt a sympathetic vibration is set 

up throughout the whole organism (Rep. 462). For this common 

feeling Plato also finds a parallel in the well regulated state. 

For instance, when any one of the citizens experiences any good 

or evil the whole State will make his case their own and will 

either rejoice or sorrow with him (Rep. 462). 

Plato finds that in popular opinion there is much vagueness 

in the use of terms. Some describe the highest good to be pleas

ure while others say it is knowledge (Rep . 505). In t .. e Philebus 

( 50-67) Plato has an extended discussion in which he seeks to de

termine the relative worth of pleasurable feelings. He finds that 

the value of such feelin~s must be determined on quality not quan

tity. Further that the~e are derrees of purity in pleasure and 

that those of less purity can be discarded at once . For all will 

agree that the highest good must be characterized by self-suff i-

ci ency. Only the highest, purest pleasures , therefore, need be 

considered. But he finds that no pleasure can live ithout kno l

edge. Hence he goes on to show the pleasurable in knowledge . 

There are in the main three classes of pleasurable feelings: love 

of wisdom, love of honor and love of P"ain. But the pleasure of 

the intelligent part of the soul is the purest of the t~ree, and 

he in whom this is the ruling principle has the happiest life 

(Rep . 582) . He whose desires are dra n towards kno ledge in every 

form will be absorbed in the pleasures of the soul and ill be 

quite unmindful of the pleasurable feelings of the body (Rep. 485) . 

The lover of learning will be of a gentle , sociable and h rmonio 
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nature. This sort of pleasure is of an absolute kind and char-

acter. The lower pleasures are only relative. They are in one 

way or other !'elated to pain. They are either acquired by a 

painful process or followed by painful sensations. Both pleasure 

and pain are motions of the soul (Rep. 584). 

Of the lower selfish pleasures Plato speaks at some length in 

developing his plan for the community of women and children 1n his 

State (Rep.463-67). He holds that private interests such as 

property and family develop low and merely selfish feelings and 

draw all interest away from the larger unit,the State. And this 

he is going to remed.y by greatly broadening these interests so as 

to include the whole. By making the State one great family the 

true family feelings and affections are to be broadened so that 

parents will love all children of one generation and there will 

be a common interest in the welfare, not of a single group but of 

the whole. All will be affected by the same pleasures and pains 

because they are all of one opinion about what is near and dear to 

them. 

In the first part of the third book of the Republic, Plato is 

very emphatic in his condemnation of all such literature as may 

have an effeminate and discouraging influence upon the spirited 

principle of the soul (386-96). The passionate or spirited prin

ciple must be cultivated and trained as well as reason in order 

that the man may be brave, vigorous in action and courageous in 

the face of danger. The perfect development of this faculty of 

the soul is the essential business of music. And the essential 

qualities to be developed in this spirited principle are temper

ance, courage, liberality and magnificence (402). 
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( 3) Will - Every one has in his own will the po -

er of changi~g his character. The soul of man, so far as it has 
good in it, is framed 'in the likeness of the eternal Ideas of the 

good and the true. All its longings and desires naturall;>r tend 

to these. This is the ultimate object, however indistinctly 

sought, of every soul. Al though a person may not know hat the 

good is yet he loves the conception he has of it and sets his will 

to pursuing it as an end of 1 ife ( Sym. 205-). This is again, 

therefore, an ethical not a psychological discussion. It is con-

cerned chiefly with the value of action. The perfect will always 

seeks the highest good as the end of all action ( Gorg. 467 - ) . 

Plato finds that there is a constant struggle in the individ

ual soul between certain forces which are, as it were, pitted 

against each other. That among these are such as justice and in

justice, virtue and vice, knowledge and ignorance. All these 

forces are constantly impelling action, one set to good and noble 

deeds the other to base and lo . action. He finds that all just 

and good action is presided over by wisdom rhile all action which 

inpairs peace, breaks up harmony and creates disturbance is presid-

ed over by ignorance (Hep. 444). "Injustice is a strife which 

arises among the three faculties of the soul-a meddlesomeness 

and intemperance and risine up of a part of the soul against the 

whole. An assertion of unlawful authority which is made by a 

rebellious subject against a true prince of whom he is the natur

al vassal,~what is all this confusion and dilusion but injustice 

and intemperance, cowCl.rdice and ignorance, and every form of vice?" 

(Rep. 444). Plato finds that all these lo forces lead to a 

disease in the soul comparable to sickness in the body , and, he 
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further concludes about each of them that they are destructive of 

the best interests of man and must, therefore, be counteracted 

and overcome by the will guided by the wise and just principle. 

In the first book of the Republic where the thene of discus

sion is the question of justice, Thrasymachus has taken the posi

tion that it is better and more profitable to be thoroughly un-

just in ones actions than just. But Socrates maintains and 

proves that injustice whether it be in State or individual is de-

structive to them. That Plato considers this matter of right and 

wrong action to be of greatest importance is quite evident from 

this same discussion with Thrasymachus, for he becomes extremely 

desirous of establishing his contention when he says: "no light 

matter is at stake, nothing less than the rule of human life" 

(Rep. 352). Plato has faith in the survival and victory of the 

good and rational will over the low and irrational desires. 

The intelligent reason whose ideal is the eternal Ideas, the good 

and the true, shall be the ruling and guiding principle in his 

ideal State. Men shall be taught that justice in itself is the 

greatest good and injustice the greatest evil (Rep. 367). 

III. Immortality of the Soul. 

Plato believed that the soul existed previous to this life 

(Memo 81 -86; Phaedo 73 -76; Hep. 62). His chief argument sup

porting this view is his doctrine of recollection. This pre

existence of the soul is then directly made an argument for its 

ir.mortality. For that which existed previous to the body, is not 

conditioned upon the body for its life but will go on existing 

after the body is dead. Furthermore, the soul which is invisible 
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resembles the absolute Ideas. But these are eternal and unchang-

ing. Therefore the soul must also remain unchanged forever. 

The soul, thoueh indestructible when once created, need not al-

ways have existed. (Laws 904). For many ages, however, it may 

have been passing from one body to another. A soul having en

tered on this pilgrinage will pass from aninals to men or from men 

to animals according as the life is virtuous or vicious. But a 

soul which has never seen true being will never enter the life of 

man for it has not attained the power of comprehending universals 

( Phaedr. 248 -49). 

In the Laws (713; 894) the immortality of the soul is based 

on the fact that the soul is self-moved and is the cause of motion 

and can therefore never cease. In the P~aedo (86) Simmias af-

firms that the soul and body are related as harmony is to the 

lyre. But the harmony does not survive the lyre; how then can 

the soul which is also a harmony survive the body? Socrates is 

made to answer that, granting the soul to be a harmony, the ele

ments of the harmony must have existe prior to the harmony. 

But the body is not prior to the soul, therefore the analogy with 

lyre proves false. The soul is the life-giving po er (105). 

It would be a contradiction in thought, then, to admit that the 

soul whose principle is life could be subject to death hich is 

destructive of life. 

In the Republic (608) Plato gives still another proof of im

mortality. He shows that everything has an inherent evil and 

disease; that anyt .. ing which is inflicted by any of these evils 

is itself made evil, and at last wholly dissolves and dies. 

But he contends that one thing is not effected by the evils of 
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another and therefore that although the evil of the body is a dis

ease which wastes and kills it this does not destroy the soul. 

The evil and injustice existing in the soul, ho ever, though they 

corrupt, do not destroy and kill it. The argument is not al-

together convincing but Gloucon is made to approve and accept the 

doctrine. This itself would tend to show that Plato believed in 

immortality. So also in the myth of Er (Rep. 621) immortality 

is shown and in numerous other places the same ideas are express

ed. And, although so many of these passages dealing with pre

existence, recollection and immortality, are not scientific dis

cussions but largely clothed in mythical language they yet have 

great significance and meaning . For, strip Plato of everything 

that is not dressed in modern scientific thought and we shall have 

lost most of what gives him his charm. In the same ~ay, if we 

strip his psychology of all the ethical significance which he con

stantly puts into it there will be little or no psychology left. 

Finally when the soul, purified by its many changes, at last 

reaches its final abode it receives the rewards of a virtuous life. 

The life beyond the grave must be a pleasant one for no one has 

ever returned from it which would make it seem that they are bound 

by the strongest ties. But desire is a stroneer tie than neces

sity. And as the desire for virtue is the greatest desire of the 

soul it must be that the souls freed from the body have their de-

sire for virtue satisfied. ith this hope in view Socrates 1£ 

made to say in the Phaedo ( 67): - " hen I reach the place whither 

I am going, I shall t here if any 1here, gain fully that which e 

have sought so earnestly in the past . " 

--oOo-
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